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Youth at
Crossroads

The event couldn’t have a better introduction
than “Youth at Crossroads”. It simply made up
the theme and entail an opportunity fortified at
crossroads, our partnership with You Lead
Summit! The common interests and shared
vision has landed us to a wider group, the
youth. There may be ways to express our unison
but the meaningful one remain our crossroads. You are here today because you are
at the crossroads heading somewhere thoughtfully, physically and spiritually. We
gathered as part of our obligation and responsibility as youths. Hope the event did
justice to our generation by providing constructive voices in the theme.
As co-convener, Wajibika and You Lead Summit we are certain that the attended 114
(79 male and 35 female) youths added value in their endeavors towards
development and provided us a right learning ground. We would like to argue
everyone to continue unpacking your crossroads beyond the events. You were free
to express through the mic at Pius Msekwa Hall, now it is the time for innovative
ways in your brain streams, make the appearance communicative, informative and
impactful.
Given that youth movement is both traditional and contemporary prerequisite for
youth welfare, technological advancement to facilitate non-physical movement
among EAC countries is a must. Technology is an integral factor towards a strong
youthful integration. At Wajibika for instance we envision for a Better Society for All.
How can this be achieved without technology? It is impossible! Many players and
wide range of efforts are required but all need coordination through technology for
simplicity.
A meaningful youth migration, inclusive participation, access to and utilization of
opportunities can be achieved with technological advancement. With technology,
the generation will get away from the long standing myth that African youths suffer
from “lost opportunity syndrome”.
We were very honored to have the discussion led by Hon. Patrobas Katambi,
Dodoma District Commissioner who took the role of guest of honor on behalf of
Deputy Speaker, Dr. Tulia Akson. We would not be fair if we wouldn’t express our
gratitude to 4 Member of Parliament, media houses and other guests who had a
chance to speak and listen from youths. We thank you all.

Keynote From
Guest of Honor

Hon. Patrobas Katambi,
Dodoma District Commissioner

I am honored to be here today. I
welcome you all in Dodoma and thank
Wajibika and You Lead Summit team for
having me as guest of honor on behalf of Deputy Speaker, Dr. Tulia Akson.
I am told amongst many things that you will discuss, the theme of You Lead
is foremost. And in the series of these events you will collect youth thoughts
and ideas, scrutiny and analyses them then discuss together and present
deliberation to respective EAC governments for action. I am as well
informed that this is the platform that pick up from what we used to
coordinate at the universities. For sure, you are providing what is missing.
You have decided to face the post university challenges, I congratulate you.
Off academic life is characterized by challenges of unemployment,
economic hardship, poor shelter and many other. During this period is
when the youths begin to understand J.K Nyerere’s famous development
wars – ignorance, poverty and diseases. You have decided to establish
platform that discuss and solve those challenges. The challenges that faces
people at the street, young entrepreneurs, disabled people, and youth at
large. Only collective action and voices that are backed with analytical
review of policies and an assessment of how the policies reflect the needs
and desires of the youth will help change the situations.
The youth are the sources of changes. Let me put this a little more practical
- J.K Nyerere started his campaign to fight for the freedom in his youth and
at age 39 took high office. It gives us more reason to live his legacy by
example. Your movement of young leadership which has been initiated
should be strong and helpful to youth. I argue this forum be used to solve
youth problems. Goals should be developed as well as monitoring and
evaluation to find out if the developed goals have been achieved

Remember, the one standing in front of you is your fellow youth. And you as
well you are not small, the position you are holding is bigger than mine
because what makes you bigger is ideas and ability to think positively. A
leader is not necessarily having position in the government, a leader is that
person who can provide own idea and brings solution in the existing
problems.
As young leaders, we are indebted to you. Your expectations and aspirations
on us who were trusted and given positions at younger age is
understandable. We have a great role to play and an extra obligation to
deliver on the needs of youth.
The only thing to fear is the fear itself, I encourage you to fight against fear.
You can be anything you want to be.
Thank you

Migraon,
Parcipaon
and Access to
Opportunies

The 5 Members of Parliament who
attended the event were the first
discussants to share their experience with
youths. The presentations touched the
three core parts of the theme.
In her contribution as one of the main speakers, Hon. Zubeda Sakuru pointed
out that youth and democracy are inseparable ends. Often times, youths lose
direction and control over
their lives and future due
to limited supply of
information
and
guidance. Platforms like
You Lead makes lots of
sense and close the gap.
Hon. Maria Ndila talked of
her political life while reiterating that youth should grab the underlying
opportunities, ‘the time is now’. She further stressed that the forum
shouldn’t be blind of challenges such as child marriages and early
pregnancies, these are the real causer of migration and missed opportunities
to young women. She also talked about women in leadership; that women
face some challenges in leadership specially getting discouragement from
men. She encouraged young women to turn those challenges into
opportunities. The problem of youth prefers a white color job, we must
change that behavior specially for women ‘the future is female’ so women
should be strong to face changes.

Public dialogue like You Lead provide
platform for youth to link ideas with
reality. No doubt our contributions are
taken into account as well as
sustainability plan is set forth Participant.
Other crucial contributions came from
Mr. Serafina Tamba and Stanford
Mpelumbe from the Parliament Office.
They opened up to a participatory
discussion filling on the issue of Gender
and sex; explaining the difference
between sex and gender.

According to them gender equality
have been observed to some extents,
and that there is no work designed
special for women or men therefore
youth should grab ever possible
opportunities
available
without
consider their gender bases. Youth
were advised to have a tendency of
passing through National Youth Policy
and urged to be ambassadors of other
youth to consider volunteering in
different organization to create a room
for employment opportunities. There is
a difference between a leader and a
political leader most of leaders have
succeeded in their leadership because
of their humbleness, Mr. Serafina
Tamba, concluded

“Youth tend to move from places
looking for better life. Community
and government have a strategic
obligation
to
ensure
safer
movements for youth – Anthony
Makoye

“Youth
are
politically vulnerable and
essential in many ways; they are
the potential political rally turnouts,
voters and candidates. If their interests
are less considered the whole political
process become disarray – Elizabeth
Msuya”
Asserting on how the youth can manage
access to opportunities, different
speakers led by the Assistant Manager
from Shabbily Company, Mabukuti Shabiby talked to youth and encourage them
to treat people in the same way they want to be treated. He explained that
starting businesses is not a simple issue; one need to have good business ideas,
translate those ideas into plans and be ready for social rejection because not all
people will like what you’re doing. He emphasizes the importance of networking
with other people and he pointed out that in business there some challenges
such as how to find customers.
Miss Alphosina Ambrose, Gender specialist spoke on gender roles for young
people. Enlightening the understanding, she talked about gender differences in
the community in terms of decision making, leadership, ownership of properties
including inheritance. She encouraged women to take chances in politics without
any fear while complying to governing laws.

ABC Bank marketing manager, Edina Titus used the opportunity to advise the
youth on a tendency of making some saving where possible. ‘for a person to
be succeeded he or she needs to leave like a poor even though he or she is
rich’, she added. Youth suffer a great deal when it comes to financing
start-ups. Many youths are prone to untraceable migration and by doing so
they miss opportunities since they don’t have financial history which is core in
banking sector.
Adding to a discussion, Miss Ndisha Kimala
from Wajibika said that lots of small
enterprises involves the youth. Hence, any
lost opportunity at start up stage affect the
youth, enterprise and nation. The future of
youth based enterprises depend on optimal
utilization of every passing opportunity
When we say youth at crossroads, it
doesn’t mean we are the lost
generation. We mean the working age
that shouldn’t be misguided or
underrated. Government policies and
stakeholders’
actions
must
acknowledge that precisely – John
Mwilongo.
Contributing
from
the
flow,
participants emphasized on knowledge seeking and the need of building critics
and recommendations on knowledge base and authentic data as a way of life.

Deliberaons

The sessions were closed with
collection of thoughts and the ideas
turned to forward looking solutions.
Most of them falls under the three
areas of the You Lead theme with
few overlaps but touches youth’s
life. However, the greatest hope for
change rest on the existing youth
community and its development ecosystem. Categorically, the
deliberations were divided into three parts – of immediate action, medium
and long-term.

Summary of you Lead Deliberaons
S/N

Deliberaons

1

Develop and demonstrate sustainable
youth acon
Develop strategic goal, monitoring
framework and evaluaon

2

Timeline

Responsible

2020

Wajibika and
You Lead Summit
Wajibika and
You Lead Summit

2020

Wajibika, You
Lead and Governemnt

2020 - 2024

3

Strengthening
partnership
and collaboraon with the government

4

Raise awareness and advocacy
on youth challenges

2020 -2024

5

Enhance thoughul youth community
that solve youth problems innovavely

2020 -2024

Wajibika and
You Lead Summit
All

Strengthening Governance and
Public Accountability Systems
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